Drum Movers™
Battery-Powered Material Handling

The **MFC-100™ with Drum or Scissor Attachment** are ideal for lifting and moving up to 750 lb. drums with ease. With push-button control, operators can engage the hydraulic lift to raise the load for effortless transporting. The **MFC-100** is a powerful, flexible industrial cart solution for a wide range of material handling solutions customized to fit your needs.

- Lift and move up to 750 lb. drums
- Fully programmable control system with diagnostic features to adjust speed and acceleration/deceleration based on load and environment
- Fingertip control and compact sizing deliver superior maneuverability
- Built-in battery charger for long lasting operation

The **Power Tug Drum Mover™** is perfect for lifting, moving and pouring heavy 880 lb. drums easily. With powered push-button control, operators can raise, move and pour the barrel contents effortlessly. Fully programmable control system with diagnostic features to adjust speed and acceleration/deceleration based on load and environment.

- Automatic braking and emergency reverse protection improves operator safety
- Fingertip control and compact sizing deliver superior maneuverability
- Built-in battery charger for long lasting operation

**PowerPusher®**
If It Rolls...We Can Move It.™

1425 Stagecoach Road, Shakopee, MN 55379
Phone: 952.445.8295

powerpusher.com/800.800.9274